INDUSTRY SECTOR IN SHANGHAI

Business, Finance, and Accounting
Financial services, actuarial science, accounting, consulting, recruiting, real estate, and more:
+ Ernst & Young
+ Knight Frank
+ Zhongrong Int.

Communications, Media, and Event Management
News, magazines, advertising, publishing, marketing, tour operations, public relations, and more:
+ Shanghai Yiye Ad
+ Shanghai Dragon Heart Media
+ Pinyin Press
+ Urbanatomy

Service and Support
Logistics, quality control, food industry, and more:
+ AnyHelper
+ AWB Health Management
+ Jonas Emil Coffee Roasters
+ Simply Eco

Research, Science, and Technology
Universities, governmental agencies, engineering, hardware, software, web development, and more:
+ Shanghai Kingdom Import & Export Co. Ltd
+ Javelin Investments
+ Udentity
+ Visualead

NGOs, Community, Health & Education, and Sports
Schools, community services, children’s services, and more:
+ Meng Share
+ Stepping Stones
+ Active Kidz Shanghai
+ ISG Securities

Where Culture Meets Modernity

Look no further than Shanghai’s diverse architecture to see evidence of how this city has welcomed people from a wide variety of cultures since becoming an important trade hub in the 19th century. Following major development over the last two decades, Shanghai is now regarded as China’s commercial and financial center. Here you’ll find the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shanghai Free-Trade Zone, as well as jaw-dropping skyscrapers (Shanghai Tower is the second tallest building in the world).

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
The Fusion Between East and West

A hub of international commerce, Singapore is one of the world’s most globalized economies. This island city-state hosts the Asian headquarters of many multinational corporations. It combines an ultramodern skyline with its rich and vibrant history. Singapore is an ideal locale for a challenging and rewarding internship. And, with its remarkable landscape and diverse blends of cultures and cuisines, a truly exciting place to explore.

Local Entrepreneurship
Startups, business development, business management, and more:
+ Felicitas Global Pte Ltd
+ Taekwondonomics
+ Global Green Connect

Business
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
+ NLA DFK
+ Digiland Pte Ltd
+ Gerson Lehrman Group

Sustainability
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ National University of Singapore
+ The Food Bank Singapore
+ TUMCREATE

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN PRAGUE

Our exciting internships in Prague range from innovative startups to global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.*

**Technology**
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
- + Dialog Semiconductors
- + eMan
- + Grenade Castle

**Marketing, Communications, and Advertising**
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
- + GoOut
- + Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
- + Transitions

**Arts, Theater, and Production**
Artistic event production, art design, video production, and more:
- + Urban Space Epics
- + Prague Youth Theatre
- + Markusfilm

**Entrepreneurship**
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
- + Rossum
- + Recombee
- + Spaceflow
- + MyStay

**Business**
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
- + Envista
- + Enehano

**NGOs**
Environmental advocacy, human rights promotion:
- + International Sustainable Finance Centre
- + Forum 2000 Foundation
- + CEE Bankwatch Network

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.

An Unforgettable Experience

Ranked the third-wealthiest region in the EU and one of the top 10 cities for students to live in globally, Prague is a go-to destination for interns looking for a professional experience and an unforgettable summer abroad. You'll gain valuable work experience while discovering Prague's stunning architectural beauty unparalleled to any other European capital. Dubbed the “The City of a Hundred Spires,” its central European location makes it an ideal jumping off point for adventures throughout the continent.
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN BARCELONA

Beautiful Barcelona is an unbeatable meeting point for international businesses lured to the city for its stunning Mediterranean location and bustling open economy. Add to that Barcelona’s culture steeped in the arts, architecture, and history, and you have a compelling backdrop – and rich counterbalance – to your challenging internship experience.

Education
Schools, community services, children’s services, and more:
+ EADA Business School
+ Escola Montseny
+ IAAC - Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia

IT
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
+ Tranxfer
+ DMD Solutions

NGOs
Environmental advocacy and human rights promotion:
+ Homeless Entrepreneur
+ FEEB
+ Step by Step

Arts and Design
Artistic event production, art design, video production, and more:
+ Slam Dancing
+ Museu del Modernisme
+ Galeria Fernando Pinós

Consulting and Investment
Human resources, market research, finance, and more:
+ TeamOn
+ Alpha Espai

Accounting and Finance
Financial services, actuarial science, accounting, consulting, recruiting, real estate, and more:
+ Audiconsultores
+ Visma Consulting

Architecture and Sustainability
Building and design planning:
+ Mcrit
+ Tempel Group

Communications and Marketing
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Minimalia
+ NARU Sports
+ Hashing Squad
+ Co.Mark

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.

A City For Inspiration

Barcelona is an ideal venue for a challenging and rewarding internship program. Intern with important industry sectors such as tourism, developing startups, communications, NGOs, and more.*

Find the internship that will launch your career

@ciecestudyabroad
You’ve heard the stories – now write your own.
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN ROME

Marketing, Communications, and Advertising
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ LivItaly Tours
+ Iuvart
+ LoveItaly
+ Neroneve

Human Rights and Diplomats
Health tech, digital health, research, and more:
+ Donnexstrada
+ Open Arms
+ Viola WalkHome
+ Centro Europe Direct Roma 3

Entrepreneurship
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ NUBO
+ Intuition
+ Retake Roma

Business
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
+ OSC Innovation

Film and Media Industry
Film production, operations, budgeting, and more:
+ So Fare Films
+ Kama Productions

Biology and Healthcare
Labwork, research, working with communities, and more:
+ La Sapienza University of Rome
+ MedInAction
+ Zem Studio

Media, Journalism, and Photography
Design, publishing, content creation, and more:
+ EdiFore
+ Psicografici
+ PixAround

The City of the Seven Hills
Looking for an insider’s perspective on Europe’s economy? Look no further than Rome, capital city and political and cultural hub of Italy, which offers internships that will expand your business portfolio and immerse you in an unmatched cultural atmosphere. Rome offers a unique professional opportunity within "the City of the Seven Hills."

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN BERLIN

Technology
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
+ Peregrine
+ solutions.io
+ delphai

Marketing, Communications, Advertising
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Quinto
+ The Alphabet Initiative Agency
+ Catalyst Institute for Creative Arts and Technology

Healthcare
Health tech, digital health, research, and more:
+ Viseiro
+ Advosense
+ BOCAhealthcare

Culture and Competitive Mindset
German workers are known to be some of the most productive in the world, leveraging a direct style of communication that leads to consensus. Berlin's competitive mindset undoubtedly contributes to the success of the German economy. Add outstanding architecture, exciting restaurants and bars, efficient public transportation, and English-speaking locals, and the city offers a compelling backdrop for a student internship.

Entrepreneurship
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ Impact Hub Berlin
+ Silicon Allee
+ Coworkies

Business
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
+ CAPITALS Circle Group
+ YUKKA Lab
+ Kiss of Wine

Sustainability
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ Farmlyplace
+ Precycle
+ Climate-KIC

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
Commercial and Cultural Hub

In the 16th century, Seville was the most important city in Southern Europe and the gateway to the Americas. Today, it is the commercial hub of the region and preserves many traditions of its past. Enjoy flamenco and film (Seville is home to the European Film Festival!) or take in alternative theater venues, live music, beautiful streets and open spaces, and, of course, one of the most respected bullrings in the world.

Meet mentors and learn in the real world while interning with innovative startups, global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.*

**Technology**
Software, hardware, finance tech, mobile apps, robotics, and more:
+ Andalucia Open Future
+ Incemet
+ WoodSwallow

**Research and Medical**
Biotech, environmental sciences, medical engineering, and more:
+ Biomedical
+ Clinica Santa Isabel
+ Hospital Quirónsalud Sagrado Corazón

**Consulting**
Human resources, market research, finance, and more:
+ NERCO
+ Emerita
+ Findirect

**E-commerce and Online Retailers**
Website and mobile apps design and development:
+ Pampling.com
+ Youforget.me
+ Secmotic

**Hospitality and Travel**
Hotels, tours, tourist destinations, and more:
+ Valcambre
+ City Sightseeing
+ Glamping Hub

**Education, Sports Coaching, and Tutoring**
Schools, community services, children’s services, and more:
+ Ketal Sports
+ Chicas FutbolISTAS
+ Liceo Francés

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
Where Ancient History Meets the Modern Day

Lisbon, a charismatic city that treats visitors like family, is the perfect place to land an internship. If you are looking for a city full of authenticity where ancient history and old customs intermix with cultural entertainment and hi-tech innovation, head to this city at the western tip of Europe. The sunny weather, great cuisine, and safe atmosphere are an unbeatable combination.

INDUSTRY SECTOR IN LISBON

Students interning in Lisbon are placed with global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.* Or, intern with a startup and learn what it means to build a company alongside the founder and senior team.

Marketing, Communications, and Advertising
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Mensagem de Lisboa

Tourism
Tourism companies:
+ Portugal Farm Experiences

Entrepreneurship
Accelerators and tech startups, research, business development, community management and more:
+ MyPolis

Fashion
Local fashion design atelier:
+ Beyond Design Atelier

Sustainability
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ NÂM mushroom
+ Quinta Pedagógica de Lisboa

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
A Transformation and a Small-Village Feel

Copenhagen has undergone a transformation in the past decade and emerged as a “must-stop” destination in Europe. This environmentally friendly city has earned top billing from foodies, students, and those seeking refuge in one of the happiest countries in the world. Though it boasts more than 600,000 residents, Copenhagen retains an old-world, small-village feel – with more bicycles than cars traveling its streets.

Interns in Copenhagen will typically experience an informal work environment where teamwork is key and work-life balance is a common goal.

INDUSTRY SECTOR

IN COPENHAGEN

Meet mentors and learn in the real world while interning with innovative startups, global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.*

Entrepreneurship
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ Fashion tech: Rentista,
  Tomorrow Management
+ Too Good to Go

Sustainability and Urban Planning
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, urban farming, sustainable business development, and more:
+ The Comarché
+ Concito
+ Gate 21
+ Øens Have

Research
Business and marketing research, anthropology, medical science, and more:
+ Copenhagen Business School
+ The Medical Museum
+ Sustainable energy research at DTU

Marketing, Communications, and Advertising
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Happiness Research Institute
+ Acumé Magazine
+ Kongressen

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
Guinness and emigrants were Dublin’s most notable exports for much of the last century, but over the last 30 years rapid economic growth has turned Dublin into a magnet for people from around the world. Ireland’s open, globalized economy hosts the European headquarters of many multinational corporations. Pair that with stunning rural landscapes and historical villages located at the city’s edge, and Dublin is a great destination for a challenging and rewarding internship experience.

**INDUSTRY SECTOR IN DUBLIN**

Meet mentors and learn in the real world while interning with innovative startups, global organizations, multinationals, NGOs, and more.*

**Technology**
Software systems, information technology, hardware, AI, and more:
+ Viridian Software
+ Skilly
+ Think Evolve Solve

**Marketing, Communications, and Advertising**
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Etch Communications
+ Tiny Ark

**Entrepreneurship**
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ NovaUCD
+ Talent Garden
+ DCU Alpha

**NGOs**
+ Irish Network Against Racism
+ Akina Dada wa Africa
+ SWAN Youth Service

**Sustainability**
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ Global Action Plan
+ Connect the Dots
+ Ambisense

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN CAPE TOWN

A country in transition but still bearing the scars of decades of apartheid, South Africa provides unique opportunities in human rights and education, as well as STEM, publishing, and development.*

STEM: Science, Tech, Engineering, and Math
STEM opportunities available mainly in research institutions and universities:
+ University of Cape Town
+ French South African Tech Labs

Marketing, Communications, Advertising, Print & Digital Journalism, and Publishing
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Modjaji Books
+ Book Dash

Hospitality and Tourism
Hotels, tours, tourist destinations, and more.
+ African Soul Surfer

NGOs and non-profits
Diverse opportunities that encompass public health, education, and the law:
+ South African Urban Food & Farming Trust
+ IKhaya Le Langa
+ Hoops 4 Hope

Education
There are opportunities to work with learners from early childhood to students preparing for university entrance examinations. Please note that summer internships will include only after school or holiday programs due to South Africa’s school holiday falling during that time period.
+ Just Grace
+ New loveLifee Trust

A Complex and Vibrant City
Intern in South Africa and discover one of the world’s most affordable and vibrant countries. Located at the southernmost tip of Africa, Cape Town is a unique destination with a diverse landscape, rich culture, and relaxed lifestyle. You will be able to explore the challenges of an emerging economy dealing with one of the most unequal societies in the world. Your internship in this complex, developing country will make you a stand-out to future employers.

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN TOKYO

Intern in Tokyo with important industry sectors such as tourism, developing startups, communications, NGOs, and more.*

Business and Communications
Marketing, operations, market research, and more:
+ Brand Communication
+ Digital Marketing
+ Market Research

Sample internship roles and responsibilities:
+ Propose article plans, conduct interviews, and write articles for company-owned media
+ Provide support for Japanese team members when English is required, such as translating and/or proofreading English-language documents
+ Conduct research and report on the work style in the US and/or in your home country

Nonprofit and NGO
Program development and management, think tanks, advocacy groups, and more:
+ Public Policy and International Affairs
+ Human Rights and Social Justice

Information Technology and Computer Science
Front-end and back-end coding, IT and technical customer support, and more:
+ API Development
+ System Development

Sample internship roles and responsibilities:
+ System development assistance based on APIs for the business application platform
+ Customer support and internal inquiry support for US-based customers and employees
+ Research and answer English-language questions in the developer community network
+ Assist with the refining of the developer network site, including creating and reviewing documents such as English reviews

A Vibrant Commercial Cultural Hub

Tokyo is Asia’s largest metropolitan area with more than 38 million residents and nearly 30 million additional visitors per year. Home to some of the world’s largest companies and brands, Tokyo offers students a vibrant global commercial hub with a cosmopolitan culture, world-class arts, amazing restaurants and street food, and a varied mix of small, medium, and large companies perfect for developing your professional skill set.

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN SYDNEY

Explore exciting internship opportunities with Sydney’s innovative startups, global organizations, multinational companies, NGOs, and more.*

Technology
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
+ Tech Central
+ Tank Stream Labs
+ Algorand

Marketing, Communications, Advertising
Social media, events, advertising, journalism, public relations, video production, and more:
+ Man of Many
+ Audience Republic
+ BREED Australia

Healthcare
Health tech, digital health, research, and more:
+ RSL Lifecare
+ uPaged
+ bit.leave

Entrepreneurship
Accelerators & tech startups, research, business development, community management, and more:
+ Sydney Startup Hub
+ Fishburners
+ Antler

Business
Financial services, operations, accounting, sales, general business, and more:
+ Bravo Migration
+ 2Stay Accommodation Group
+ Laneway Education

Sustainability
Environmental advocacy, green tech, content creation, event management, sustainable business development, and more:
+ First Field Environmental
+ Oceanlovers
+ Katalyst.Earth

The Competitive Hub Down Under

Get to know the characteristically relaxed yet globally competitive workplace culture in one of the Southern Hemisphere’s hubs for trade, finance, tech, and media production.

More than two-thirds of Australia’s financial industry is found here. Sydney is also home base to the vast majority of the region’s information and communication technology companies. Sydney, the business capital of Australia, is the launching point for the country’s exchange of goods, services, and ideas with its Asian neighbors.

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
An Emerging Global Economy

Gain real-world work experience in Jordan's ancient capital city, Amman! As the country’s political and economic center, Amman boasts an emerging global economy that attracts international investments.

The city proudly features a growing innovative and entrepreneurial scene and is home to many national and international NGOs, where budding professionals can make a real impact.

INDUSTRY SECTOR IN AMMAN

Let Amman be your lens to the Middle East as you focus on development work in education, the environment, politics, social policy, and more:

**Research**
Software systems, IT, hardware, AI, and more:
- Center for Strategic Studies
- Politics and Society Institute
- Algorand

**Development**
USAID projects, training, implementation, media, humanitarian aid, and more:
- Research Triangle Institute (RTI International)
- Daem For Media Center (Anna Lindh Foundation)
- Jesuit Refugee Service

**Youth**
Education, empowering, employment, civic engagement programs, and more:
- Education for Employment – Jordan
- Global Nomads Group
- American Friends Service Committee
- INJAZ Al-Arab

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.*
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN LONDON

Expand your professional portfolio by gaining unparalleled work experience at a British company relevant to your skills, interests, and more.*

Business, Finance, and Accounting
Business development, corporate finance, investment banking, insurance, financial communications, real estate, human resources, and recruitment:
+ FWD Consulting
+ Institute of Economic Affairs
+ Profit Through Ethics Ltd.

Law, Politics, and NGOs
Government, non-governmental organizations, think tanks, and advocacy groups:
+ Fragomen
+ Nucleus Legal Advice Centre
+ Ficos World

A City on the Cutting Edge
Home of the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, London is a vibrant and cosmopolitan city. England’s capital is at the cutting edge of the arts scene and provides access to music, fashion, museums (most of which are free!), comedy, and theater. There are abundant opportunities for enjoying London – with eight Royal Parks right in the heart of the city and more green space than any comparable city in the world.

Journalism, Publishing, and Editorial
News, magazines, and literary agencies:
+ Academy of Ideas
+ Civil Service College – UK
+ Progress Educational Trust

Community, Education, and Health Care
Universities, nonprofits, social organizations, community services, psychology, and health care:
+ Malvern House
+ Healthwatch Greenwich
+ Watford General Hospital

Hospitality and Tourism
Hotels, corporate events, travel/tourism companies, and specialist agencies:
+ Finn Partners
+ TalentBanq
+ ADDS

Startups, Incubators, Accelerators, and Hubs
E-learning, fintech, apps, and e-commerce:
+ Splento
+ Hollabox
+ BizGees

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
A Business Hub Like No Other

Paris is a major international business hub with the most Fortune 500 headquarters in Europe and a destination for worldwide investors. France's capital is also a center of innovation. The city’s dynamic startup environment is perfect for budding entrepreneurs.

Paired with incomparable museums and monuments to visit and efficient public transportation to get you anywhere you need to go, Paris is an ideal city for students and young professionals to work and play in. As a global intern, you’ll have the opportunity to gain practical, real-world work experience in many dynamic industries.

INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN PARIS
Build new skills and intercultural competencies in Paris, where you'll gain experience in the city's various startups, businesses, industries, and more.*

Marketing and Communications
Social media, digital marketing, film, graphic design, video production, and more:
+ Communications with a digital marketing agency
+ Marketing for a local restaurant and brewery
+ Writing for an online cultural magazine

Politics and International Relations
Research, advocacy, and more:
+ Research political trends for a European think tank
+ Project management with a local lobbying group
+ Logistics for a youth-focused NGO

The Arts
Fashion, film, literature, visual arts, and more:
+ Business development for a fashion forecasting agency
+ Project management for a documentary film production company
+ Event planning with a visual arts center
+ Member services for a local bilingual library

Entrepreneurship and Startups
Research, business development, community management, and more:
+ E-commerce with a fashion and design consulting agency
+ Business development for a language testing app

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN MONTEVERDE

Live and learn near one of Costa Rica’s spectacular tropical cloud forests while gaining skills in ecotourism, sustainability, climate action, and more.*

Climate Change
Mitigation, adaptation, and climate change action:
+ CORCLIMA

Environmental Education
Curriculum development, classroom experience, and activity planning:
+ Monteverde Friends School
+ Cloud Forest School / Centro de Educación Creativa
+ Children’s Eternal Cloud Rainforest

Research and Conservation
Wildlife monitoring, climate change research, and ecological research:
+ Tropical Science Center
+ Monteverde Institute
+ CIEE Campus Forest Reserve

Marketing and Business
Social media, marketing for conservation, and marketing for tourism:
+ Cala Lodge
+ Monteverde Conservation League
+ La Tilichera Swap Shop

Sustainable Food Production
Permaculture, community gardens, and food security:
+ Valle Escondido Farm
+ Monteverde Community Garden
+ CIEE Campus Farm
+ Finca Laguna Verde

Community Development
Policy, social outreach, community improvement, and corporate social responsibility:
+ San Luis Development Association
+ Monteverde Community Fund

Tourism
Hospitality and sustainability in tourism:
+ Hotel Belmar
+ Cala Lodge
+ Santa Elena Cloud Forest Reserve
+ Valle Escondido
+ Sky Adventures

Ecotourism at Its Best
This thriving community in Costa Rica’s Tilarán mountain range was one of the world’s first tourist destinations to develop the concept of conserving nature to generate wealth. Today, it is a hub for tourism, conservation, and sustainable development. Monteverde thrives around the endangered cloud forest habitat, which is home to unique flora and fauna. Within this dynamic community, you’ll find opportunities for internships in environmental research, climate change activism, and sustainable farming practices, as well as an amazing lifestyle living in the tropics.

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN SEOUL

Diversify your resume by gaining real-world work experience in South Korean enterprises, startups, and more.*

Media and Entertainment
Build skills in:
+ Gaming
+ Publishing
+ Magazines
+ Content creation

Marketing, Communications, and Advertising
Develop work experience in:
+ Social media
+ Event planning
+ Advertising
+ Journalism
+ Public relations
+ Video production

Tourism and Hospitality
Learn more about:
+ Tourism and hospitality operations
+ Marketing & public relations

Entrepreneurship, E-Commerce, and Business
Gain real-world experience in:
+ Accelerators and startups
+ Research
+ Business development
+ Community management

Sustainability
Explore careers in:
+ Event management
+ Sustainable business development

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.

The Crossroads of Then and Now

Dynamic! Trendy! Wealthy! Safe! These are just a few of the adjectives used to describe Seoul, the capital of South Korea, which has been labeled the world’s most innovative country as well as the world’s most virtually connected country.

Seoul’s advanced technological environment, vibrant startup scene, flourishing arts and fashion community, and amazing food make it an ideal place to pursue an internship. The city is both ancient and modern with plenty to see and do. Discover for yourself why Seoul is home to some of the world’s most successful companies and is considered the center of K-pop and esports.

Find the internship that will launch your career
INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN MILAN

Develop your hard and soft skills – like communication, networking, time management, conflict resolution, creative thinking, and teamwork – in Milan's top industries, including finance, technology, fashion, design, tourism, media, and others.*

Business, Finance, and Accounting
Business development, corporate finance, investment banking, insurance, financial communications, real estate, human resources, and recruitment:
+ Deloitte
+ Be | Shaping the future
+ Arlati Ghislandi

Law, Politics, and NGOs
Government, non-governmental, organizations, think tanks, and advocacy groups:
+ ActionAid
+ Info.nodes

Interior Design and Architecture
Gain experience in:
+ Archea Associati

Communication
Gain experience in:
+ Retelit
+ Gylda Creative Studio

Museums and Art Galleries
Gain experience in:
+ Espinasse 31

Hospitality & Tourism
Hotels, corporate events, travel/tourism companies, food and hospitality, food and sustainability, and specialist agencies:
+ QC
+ Villasplanner
+ Gold Black Style – Luxury Experience
+ Cibi.expo
+ ESTA'

Startups, Incubators, Accelerators, and Hubs
E-learning, FinTech, Apps, and E-commerce:
+ Satispay
+ Babaco Market
+ So.de
+ Oh Working
+ Nubo
+ Copernico

Fashion, Design, and Artisan Studios
Gain experience in:
+ Emily Levine
+ Simon Craker

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.

A Business, Fashion, and Design Haven

Milan is the second-largest city in Italy and the country’s unofficial business, fashion, and design capital. Home to some of Italy's major fashion brands, a booming wine industry, the oldest shopping center in the world (the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II), and a thriving international student community, there is plenty to experience and explore in the cosmopolitan city of Milan.
A Major Education and Tourism Center

Scotland’s historic capital, Edinburgh, is home to a thriving business sector, a major education and tourism center, and key financial services and technology firms. The city is also the seat of the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government, which generates many public sector opportunities and a thriving social enterprise sector, giving student interns a chance to work with purpose-driven businesses. Edinburgh is a special contrast of small and walkable but extremely cosmopolitan and international. While filled with history, the city brims with lots of lively spots, cultural opportunities, and stunning nature and scenery.

Marketing, Communications, and PR
Build skills in:
+ Events management
+ Social media
+ Market research
+ Writing
+ Public relations

Entrepreneurship & Social Enterprise
Develop work experience in:
+ Business development
+ Social entrepreneurship
+ Tech startups

Financial Services and Business
Gain real-world experience in:
+ Finance
+ Accounting
+ Business development

NGOs, Charities, and Government Organizations
Explore careers in:
+ Government, non-governmental, charity organizations, advocacy groups, and policy

Hospitality & Tourism
Learn more about:
+ Hotels
+ Corporate events
+ Travel/tourism companies
+ Specialist agencies

Arts, Theatre, and Culture
Gain experience in:
+ Creative arts
+ Performance and theatre
+ Festivals and cultural events

Sustainability
Develop skills in:
+ Environmental policy
+ Renewables
+ Energy startups
+ Sustainable tech

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.*
INDUSTRY SECTOR IN SANTIAGO

Expand your professional portfolio by gaining unparalleled work experience at a Chilean company relevant to your skills, interest, and more:* 

Business, Finance, and Accounting
Business development, corporate finance, investment banking, insurance, financial communications, real estate, human resources, and recruitment:
+ Grupo Abumohor
+ Choapa Wines

Law, Politics, and NGOs
Government, non-governmental, organizations, think tanks, and advocacy groups:
+ Museum of Memory and Human Rights

Journalism, Publishing, and Editorial
News, magazines, and literary agencies:
+ Naranja Publicaciones

Community, Education, and Healthcare
Universities, non-profits, social organizations, community services, psychology, and healthcare:
+ UDP Clinical Psychology Center
+ Vertientes del Sur
+ Universidad San Sebastián

Hospitality & Tourism
Hotels, corporate events, travel/tourism companies, and specialist agencies:
+ Ibis Hotel

Startups, Incubators, Accelerators, and Hubs
E-learning, FinTech, Apps, and E-commerce:
+ Coding Dojo LATAM
+ Kapsch
+ Tienda de Vinos La Reina

Santiago offers a vibrant culture, stunning landscapes, and welcoming hospitality for international students on internships.

One of South America’s Most Prosperous Economies

Santiago, the vibrant capital of Chile, lies along the canalized Mapocho River, offering views of majestic Andean peaks to the east. Santiago’s rich history is reflected in its architecture, from colonial remnants like the Palace of the Governors to modern structures such as the Fine Arts Palace. In 2023, Santiago proudly hosted the Panamerican and Parapanamerican Games, showcasing its cultural diversity and athletic spirit.

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.
A Perfect Destination for Your Summer Internship

Host of the spectacular Commonwealth Games in 2014, Glasgow boasts a rich cultural tapestry that students can immerse themselves in. Dive into the city’s lively music and comedy scene, with numerous venues showcasing talent from every corner. Beyond its urban charm, Glasgow is a hub for national and international companies, offering valuable work experience opportunities. Unwind in the city’s lush parks or embark on a journey to the breathtaking Highlands, all within easy reach from this dynamic Scottish metropolis.

INDUSTRY SECTOR IN GLASGOW

Gain unparalleled work experience in Scotland’s cultural capital, Glasgow, where you’ll be matched with a Scottish company relevant to your skills, interests, and more.*

Business and Finance
Business development, recruitment, and HR:
+ Stafffinders
+ Inspiring Scotland
+ Financial Institutions

Law, Politics, NGOs, and Governing Bodies
Government, non-governmental, organizations, and advocacy groups:
+ The Scottish Parliament
+ The Scottish Government
+ Inspiring Scotland

Marketing
Within agencies or departments of companies:
+ Equator
+ Inspiring Scotland
+ Blackthorne
+ Flourish

Life Sciences
Research and development:
+ Strathclyde University
+ Blackthorne

Startups, Incubators, Accelerators, and Hubs
E-learning, FinTech, Apps, and E-commerce:
+ Collabor8te

Find the internship that will launch your career

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.